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JESSIQUOI Technical Rider 2018 

I will bring: 
Apple Macbook Pro running Ableton and Plugins 
RME Babyface Audio Interface 
TC Helicon Effects Processor (outputs vocals) 
Focusrite Octopre Mk II Preamplifier with a multi-patch XLR cable  
Midi controllers 
Sennheiser wireless microphone with receiver 
Sennheiser Wireless In-Ear Monitors with receiver 
All corresponding cables, including a multi-patch cable for the preamp.  
A wooden wagon or ‘Wägeli’ as a desk with roof and lighting - dimensions 140cm wide, 70 cm 
deep, 185 cm high (with roof) 

I will need: 
10 Mix Channels - 5 x Stereo with separate channels for Beats, Bass, Synth, Samples, Vocals 
2 jack cables for vocals 
At least 2 plugs for electricity 
Stage lighting 
PA / Sound System 
If possible, I appreciate any UV-active lighting available (black lights), since I wear UV-active 
make-up and clothing on stage.  

List of Channels: 
1-2 Beats 
3-4 Bass 
5-6 Synths 
7-8 Samples 
9-10 Vocals 

Other preferences: 
Please note that I prefer a smoke-free backstage where possible and access to non-sparkling 
water, tea and beer.  
My voice is sensitive to excessive use of smoke machines on stage, so I would appreciate if 
the light technician used smoke only as much as really needed. 
In terms of catering, my team will always comprise of 1-2 assistants who designed the wagon 
and run the light show built into it. We are all non-vegetarian. 
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Channels 1-8 are outputted through the Focusrite Preamplifier with a multi-patch cable that I 
will be bring. The vocal channels 9-10 come directly from the TC Helicon effects processor 
and are both Jack outputs for which I will need two jack cables. In most cases DI’s are not 
required.  
Note that in most cases I also do not need any monitors since I have in-ear monitoring. Both 
wireless receivers of the microphone and in-ear monitoring need to be checked that the 
receiving frequency does not clash with frequencies being used at your venue/festival.  
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